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(R5) 14:15 WETHERBY, 2m 

All Steels Trading Handicap Hurdle (Class 3) (3YO plus)
No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 1F31F-6 DEAR SIRE (FR) 21 CD 
gr g Al Namix - Polismith

7 11 - 12h Lorcan Murtagh (3)
D McCain Jnr

137

Jockey Colours: Red, yellow stars, armlets and star on cap
Timeform says: Useful hurdler who reached a pretty smart level in novice chases in the first
half of last season, winning twice. Too free on return over C&D last month and entitled to be
sharper now.  (Forecast 7.00)

Notes: 

2 424-111 SNOOKERED (IRE) 48 
b g Born To Sea - Secret Quest

5 11 - 8p Billy Garritty (5)
B Ellison

133

Jockey Colours: Black and white diamonds
Timeform says: Beneficiary of very positive tactics this autumn, rattling off a quick-fire
Sedgefield hat-trick in dominant fashion in October. Hit with another hefty weight rise hard to
rule out in this groove.  (Forecast 3.75)

Notes: 

3 16360/6 DESTIN D'AJONC (FR) 27 
b g Martaline - Fleur D'ajonc

6 11 - 4 A P Cawley
Jonjo O'Neill

129

Jockey Colours: Emerald green, yellow hoops, white cap
Timeform says: Yet to win since arriving from France and his form was up and down for
Gordon Elliott back in 2017/18. Better than bare result on belated return for new yard at
Sandown last month, though.  (Forecast 10.00)

Notes: 

4 381176 LUCKY ICON (IRE) 36 D 
b g Sixties Icon - Sauterelle

5 11 - 3 Thomas Dowson
P A Kirby

128

Jockey Colours: Purple, white triple diamond, diamonds on sleeves, quartered cap
Timeform says: Fairly useful winning hurdler in Ireland who has made a low-key start for this
yard. However, glimmer of promise from his latest effort over C&D but he may need further
assistance from the assessor.  (Forecast 13.00)

Notes: 

5 344-130 ONLY ORSENFOOLSIES 35 C D 
b g Trade Fair - Desert Gold

10 11 - 2 Mr Aidan Macdonald
(10)
Micky Hammond

127

Jockey Colours: Yellow, black seams, black sleeves, yellow stars and cap
Timeform says: Flat/hurdles winner at the start of the summer who arrives having
disappointed under both codes of late, beaten before 2 out over further here at the start of
last month.   (Forecast 13.00)

Notes: 

6 11- CLEMENTO (IRE) 469 (37F) 
b g Canford Cliffs - Street Style

5 11 - 0p Ross Chapman
J J Quinn

125

Jockey Colours: Beige, red seams, armlets and cap
Timeform says: Yard do well in this sphere and he duly landed each of his 2 starts in novice
hurdles last summer. Concerning he was pulled up on the level returning from a lengthy lay
off recently, though.  (Forecast 8.00)

Notes: 

7 131318- SUGGESTION 239 CD 
gr g Dansili - Jibboom

7 11 - 0 A Nicol
P A Kirby

125

Jockey Colours: Black, red stars on sleeves, red cap
Timeform says: Productive second half to last season, 2 of his 3 victories coming over C&D.
Struggled up in grade at Ayr (2m) final start in April and more needed from present mark on
return.  (Forecast 11.00)

Notes: 
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8 4P-2101 FISHER GREEN (IRE) 31 D 
b g Rip Van Winkle - Prealpina

6 10 - 9t Dale Irving (3)
M A Barnes

120

Jockey Colours: Maroon, black hoop, red sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Fair on Flat but paying his way over timber, adding a fourth success to his
tally from the front at Musselburgh (15.5f) last month. 5 lb higher now but foolish to discount
another good showing.  (Forecast 5.50)

Notes: 

TIMEFORM VIEW: DEAR SIRE shaped much better than the distance beaten suggests (on the
back of 13 months off) when midfield in a C&D event last month, proving too free. That ought to have
taken the freshness out of him, and, back on his last winning mark/refitted with a hood, he can be
expected to do better. Snookered arrives in grand order and is feared, ahead of Fisher Green.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: DEAR SIRE (1) 
2: SNOOKERED (2) 
3: FISHER GREEN (8)


